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 LouMu project & team

 

For more information:

https://pages.lip.pt/LouMu

https://lousal.cienciaviva.pt

contact to schedule visits:

info@lousal.cienciaviva.pt

the national ciência viva network
gathers 21 open science centers
 

w/ the Mine of Science @ Lousal 



  

the LouMu RPCs

spin-off from R&D for the
Pierre Auger Observatory

not just the detectors

also 

simulation/analyses tools
& even outreach efforts

LIP R&D in RPCs for different applications

1. high resolution TOF trackers
2. high resolution PET imaging
3. epi-thermal neutron detection
4. cosmic ray experiments

-> automatic adjustment for environmental conditions
-> low maintenance & low consumption

- fed by solar powered stations
- 4 cc/min of R-124a gas

-> 64 channels read by MAROC-3

LouMu will test new readout segmentation

- much smaller pads and guard rings

- different lengths and widths of strips 

- some analyses tools and methods 



  

the LouMu detector

a (1 m)³ telescope with
4 planes of low power,
low gas flux RPCs

 

inner region with (4cm)² pads for high resolution images

extra area with strips of different widths (for R&D tests)



  

the LouMu detector

a (1 m)³ telescope with
4 planes of low power,
low gas flux RPCs

 

inner region with (4cm)² pads for high resolution images

extra area with strips of different widths (for R&D tests)

Now online at https://www.lip.pt/experiments/LouMu_/



  

In the University

Muography of a building (M)
Muography on Earth and Mars (L)
RPC calibration for muography (C)
Sensitivity of muon telescope (L)
Muography optimization (M)

Student prizes in U. Minho!

A block model for simulation and reconstruction

1. open air muon flux – simple parametrization on zenith angle
 more information needed for other applications

X

2. muon transmission – the product of simple exponentials per object
 Geant4 to include scattering effects in the mine

X

3. detector response – position and direction efficiency measured from data 
detector geometrical model, also RPC physics?

=

4. standardized maps – for our 7 x 7 CorePix pads, use just 13 x 13 directions
  willl be fun, to include different pixel shapes

Still many challenges ahead!

» extra information from position

» extra information from focusing

» 3D combination of muographies



  

Imaging the University

data driven approach
developed with students

step by step
modelization

and surprises!

high contrast low contrast



  

National Week of 
Science and Technology 
November 21-27, 2021

        

Physics department of the Coimbra University 
data Sept, 2020



  

National Week of Science and Technology 
November 21-27, 2021 https://www.lip.pt/experiments/LouMu_/



  

from the University

to high school 

introduce different
subjects and concepts

explore the data
with some maths

to younger students

introduce different
subjects and concepts

play with data
more visually

a block model for simulation and reconstruction 

1. open air muon flux 

» astrophysics      

» cosmic ray showers

4. standardized maps » challenge: how to analyse!

* construct maps by adding in lego pieces?

* will test ideas with teachers and students!

2. muon transmission 

» geophysics

» particle interactions 

3. detector response 

» technology
 
» particle detection



  

in the Museum

Mine of Science
part of Ciência Viva
National Network 

@Lousal devoted to mining
and underground sciences

LouMu @ Lousal calendar

introduce muography
& particle physics topics

different ways of seeing
cosmic ray observatories
underground laboratories
neutrinos, dark matter...



  

MiniMu

Tested detector stability,
communications,
gas feeding and recovering

reaching out to visitors

the underground gallery
houses old mining equipment,
also a room for aging wine,
a working sismopgrapher,
a working muographer...



  

in the Museum

Above ground spaces include
the old shower room houses,
“the bath of science” with
modules on mining, geology, 
biology, chemestry, physics

   gravimetry + muography + 
cosmic rays + muon detectors

input from museum experts,
LIP-ECO and school groups

return of the results

- add to Lousal information

- show & explain muography

- visits from possible users

geosciences as first real use case, online data taking and analyses



  

Outlook Muography is a great tool for communication of particle physics

communication can help make muography a more standard tool

Muography in the university

gaining insight on the technique in a simple case
preparing the team for more complex analyses

making it understandable by school children
and as such also for possible end-users

Muography in the museum

an ideal test case for geophysical analyses 
R&D and open-science in a public setting

testing the scientific possibilities and limitations
both for the expected or unexpected users

Thank you for your attention! 

More in 
https://pages.lip.pt/loumu/en

and/or visit us at Lousal!

https://pages.lip.pt/loumu/en
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